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Challenge

A vehicle’s ABS control module is designed to notify the driver with a warning light if there is a malfunction 
in the system. The malfunction is rarely the modul or ABS itself. It is often one or more sensors, or the wiring 
to the sensors. The most common ABS problems occur when impulse wheels and / or sensors become 
contaminated with debris or get damaged.
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G U A R A N T E E

Check if the light is still on. Start the car. Check brake performance.

Check wheel bearing adjustment for clearance in bearing with wheel. Check positioning of ABS encoder vs sensor.

Do brake performance test.

PASSIVE SYSTEM ACTIVE SYSTEM

Check visually.Adjustment OK.

No signal.

If not OK, perform necessary adjustments.

No signal.

ABS fails to modulate. Brakes lock.

Check condition on sensor and toothed disc.

Perform electrical tests to � nd the fault.

More tests.

When fault is attended to, check if ABS light still is on.

Rotate wheel to see if there is a signal, using oscilloscope. 
Needs a minimum speed of a few mph to give signal

The ABS modulates. Light is not on.

Check condition on sensor and toothed disc.

Check if bearing is mounted in correct direction 
(impulse wheel towards sensor).

If wrong, mount a new bearing in correct direction.

Check if ABS light still is on.

Use acilloscope to see if sensors give AC voltage output. 
Needs no speed.

Signal, ABS ok.

Easy Solutions

Troubleshooting Wheel End Bearings with ABS functionality
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